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Regularity and identi�ation of GeneralizedMultifrational Gaussian ProessesAyahe Antoine1, Benassi Albert2, Cohen Serge3, and L�evy V�ehel Jaques41 Universit�e Paul SabatierUFR MIG, Laboratoire de Statistiques et de Probabilit�es118, Route de Narbonne, 31062 Toulouse, Franeayahe�math.ups-tlse.fr2 Universit�e Blaise Pasal (Clermont-Ferrand II),LaMP, CNRS UPRESA 6016, 63177 Aubi�ere Cedex, Franebenassi�opg.univ-bplermont.fr3 Universit�e Paul SabatierUFR MIG, Laboratoire de Statistiques et de Probabilit�es118, Route de Narbonne, 31062 Toulouse, Franesohen�it.fr4 INRIA-Groupe Fratales,B.P. 105 Domaine de Volueau78153 Le Chesnay Cedex, FraneJaques.Levy Vehel�inria.frSummary. In this artile a lass of multifrational proesses is introdued, alledGeneralized Multifrational Gaussian Proess (GPMP). For suh multifrationalmodels, the Hurst exponent of the elebrated Frational Brownian Motion is re-plaed by a funtion, alled the multifrational funtion, whih may be irregular.The main aim of this paper is to show how to identify irregular multifrational fun-tions in the setting of GMGP. Examples of disontinuous multifrational funtionsare also given.Key words: Gaussian proesses, identi�ation, multifrational funtion.AMS lassi�ation (2000): 60G15, 62G05.1 IntrodutionFrational Brownian Motion, that was introdued in [16℄ and studied in [19℄,is the ontinuous mean-zero Gaussian proess fBH(t)gt2IR, depending on aparameter H 2 (0; 1), alled the Hurst index, with ovariane kernelE(BH (s)BH (t)) = (jsj2H + jtj2H � js� tj2H); (1)where s, t are arbitrary reals and  > 0 is a onstant. This proess hasimportant appliations in modeling [6℄. One of its main interests is that itspointwise H�older regularity an be presribed via its Hurst parameter. Indeed,



2 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaquesthe H�older exponent of FBM, at any point, is equal toH , almost surely. Reallthat, for a stohasti proess X , the H�older exponent at a point t0, is de�nedas �X(t0) = sup��; lim suph!0 jX(t0 + h)�X(t0)jjhj� = 0� : (2)However, the H�older exponent of FBM remains the same all along its tra-jetory and this an be restritive in some situations. For this reason, vari-ous models have been proposed to replae the Hurst index H 2 (0; 1) by afuntion h(t): These so-alled multifrational models1 are useful in variousdomains of appliations, see for instane [1, 15, 18, 11, 17℄. The starting pointof these generalizations is very often the harmonizable representation of theFBM : BH(t) = ZR e�it�� � 1j�j 12+H W (d�) (3)whereW (d�) is a Wiener measure suh thatX is a real valued proess (f. [12℄or page 1138 in [1℄ for a disussion on the Wiener measure). For example wemay reall the Multifrational BrownianMotion (MBM), whose harmonizablerepresentation is given by :Bh(t) = ZR e�it�� � 1j�j 12+h(t) W (d�) (4)where h is a H�older funtion ranging in [a; b℄ � (0; 1). The funtion h is alledthe multifrational funtion. This proess has been introdued independentlyin [22℄ (where the denomination MBM was introdued) and in [10℄. Similarlyto FBM, MBM is ontinuous and its H�older exponent at any point t0 isequal to h(t0), almost surely. However, one of the main problems with thesemodels is that their H�older exponents annot be irregular, beause h mustbe H�olderian. Reall that when the funtion h is disontinuous then thetrajetories of the MBM are themselves, with probability 1, disontinuous(see Proposition 1 of [1℄).The ontinuity of h is a real drawbak for some appliations, for instaneimage lassi�ation and segmentation: The H�older regularity is expeted tovary abruptly on textured zones and around edges. On the other hand, theidenti�ation of h has been performed under the assumption that h is on-tinuously di�erentiable [8℄.Reently, two ontinuous Gaussian proesses with irregular H�older expo-nents have been introdued. These proesses are the Generalized Multifra-tional Brownian Motion (in short GMBM) [5, 4℄ and the Step Frational1 One should not onfuse multifrational and multifratal. A multifratal proesshas a multifratal spetrum that takes non trivial values on a set of positivemeasure. A multifrational proess is a proess with non onstant pointwiseH�older exponent. Multifratality implies multifrationality, while the onverse isfalse.



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 3Brownian Motion (in short SFBM) [7℄. The GMBM is an extension of theMBM while the SFBM is an extension of the FBM. In this artile we willstudy a Gaussian proess that is slightly more general than the GMBM, solet us �rst reall the de�nition of the GMBM. Let � > 1 be an arbitrary�xed real, and (h) = (hn)n2N be a sequene of H�older funtions with valuesin [a; b℄ � (0; 1). The GMBM with parameters � and (h) is the ontinuousGaussian proess fY(h)(t)gt2R de�ned for every real t as,Y(h)(t) = Z0<�<1 e�it�� � 1� 12+h0(t) W (d�)+ +1Xn=1 Z�n�1��<�n e�it�� � 1� 12+hn(t) W (d�):One of the main properties of the GMBM is that its H�older exponent at anypoint t0 is almost surely equal to lim infn!1 hn(t0), under the assumption thatkjhnjk = o(2na), where kjhnjk denotes the H�older norm of hn (see [2, 5, 4℄).Therefore, the H�older exponent of the GMBM is of the most general form :any liminf of positive ontinuous funtions (see [14, 3, 2℄). In ontrast, theone of SFBM is a step funtion (see subsetion 1.3.1 in [7℄). As a onsequene,the H�older exponent of the GMBM may be disontinuous everywhere whilethat of the SFBM an only be disontinuous on a �nite set. Likewise, theH�older exponent of the GMBM may be onstant exept on a �nite set (seeProposition 1 of [5℄), while this is impossible with the SFBM. On the otherhand, the parameters of the SFBM have been identi�ed in [7℄, and we presentin this artile an identi�able model whih has many desirable properties ofthe GMBM.Let us de�ne a Generalized Multifrational Gaussian Proess (in shortGMGP) by its harmonizable representation :X(t) = Z +10 e�it�� � 1� 12+H(t;�)W (d�) : (5)whereW (d�) is a Wiener measure suh that X is real valued proess and H :R�(0;+1) ! [a; b℄ � (0; 1) is alled the Hurst funtion. Clearly the MBM isa GMGP for whih H(t; �) does not depend on the frequeny variable � and isalways equal to the multifrational funtion h(t): Atually the GMGP modelis very lose to the GMBM: On the one hand, every GMBM with parameters� and (hn)n2N is a GMGP with Hurst funtion H(t; �) = 1[0;1)(�)h0(t) ++1Xn=11[�n�1;�n)(�)hn(t). On the other hand, if H : R � (0;+1) ! [a; b℄ �(0; 1) is ontinuous in almost all �, then it is not hard to see that the highfrequenies part of the GMBM of parameter � and (H(:; �n))n2N onverges,in distribution to that of the GMGP with Hurst funtion H(:; :), when �! 1.As for the SFBM, it is also, in some sense, similar to the GMGP, although,



4 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaquesontrarily to the SFBM, no wavelet expansion is needed to introdue theGMGP. We refer to [13℄ for a omparison between SFBM and GMBM withparameter � = 2.The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. In setion 2, we �rstobtain the pointwise H�older exponent of the GMGP. We then de�ne ourestimator and we give the preise assumptions ensuring its almost sure on-vergene. Setion 3 is devoted to three examples where the Hurst funtionsH(t; �) onverge to multifrational funtions of partiular interest. The proofof the results are performed in setion 4.2 Statement of the resultsFollowing the orrespondene between the GMBM and the GMGP, the mul-tifrational funtion of a GMGP is de�ned to be :h(t) = lim�!+1H(t; �); (6)when the limit exists. This de�nition is oherent with the fat that the lo-al properties of the sample paths are given by the high frequenies of theharmonizable representation. In this paper we will show that, similarly tothe GMBM, at any point t0, the H�older exponent of the GMGP is almostsurely equal to h(t0): To identify the multifrational funtion that governsthe regularity of the sample paths, we will then use the generalized quadrativariation VN = N�2Xp=0 �X(p+ 2N )� 2X(p+ 1N ) +X( pN )�2 : (7)Atually �rst the in�mum of the multifrational funtion inft2(0;1) h(t) = h�will be identi�ed. Before stating the main results and making preise thetehnial assumptions we need to explain why h� is naturally identi�ed inthis framework. As a rule of the thumb one may assume for multifrationalmodels that EVN t N�2Xp=0 1N2h(p=N) (8)and then it is lassial to havelimN!+1 ln(EVN )ln(N) = 1� 2h�: (9)In this artile we will prove a Law of the Large Numbers for VN and thepreeding heuristi suggests to take as an estimator :bhN = 1=2�1� ln(VN )ln(N) � : (10)



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 5Let us now state more preisely the tehnial assumptions needed to de-termine the H�older regularity of GMGP and to show that bhN is a onsistentestimator of h�: First of all we state a weak assumption on the multifrationalfuntion h that will entail (9) :A 1 9C > 0; 8N � 11CN1�2h� � N�2Xp=0 1N2h(p=N) � CN1�2h� : (11)Note that C is a generi onstant that may hange in this artile and thatthe last inequality of (11) is always satis�ed. The lower bound in (11) meansthat there is a suÆiently large number of points p=N suh that h(p=N) islose to h�:The asymptoti behavior (11) is learly true under mild assumptions ofsmoothness for t ! h(t) and we will see in the examples that it is ful�lledfor non trivial funtions h(t):One needs then to strengthen the existene of the limit (6) to ensurethat (8) is satis�ed. The following tehnial assumption states that the speedof onvergene of H(t; �) to h(t) is ompatible with (8).A 2 80 � t � 1; 8� � 0; H(t; �) � h(t):9� < 1 suh thatN�2Xp=0 Z +1N� jh(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d� = o(N1�2h�): (12)Let us make some omments to explain (12). In our setting, it will yield thatEVN is suÆiently lose to N1�2h� to have (9). Now why is (12) a reasonableassumption ? Let us suppose that jH(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j � CN . Then:�����N�2Xp=0 Z +1N� jh(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d������ � N�2Xp=0 CN lnNN2�h(p=N) :If we assume that limN!+1CN lnNN2�b = 0, then (12) is satis�ed beause ofA 1. Hene A 2 an be interpreted as a way of expressing that H(t; �) isonverging uniformly fast enough to h(t) when � ! +1:The last assumption is onerned with the behaviour of the funtionsH(:; �) when � is �nite. It expresses the fat that these funtions must besmooth enough so that the H�older regularity of the GMGP is indeed governedby the multifrational funtion.A 3 { For 0 < � � 4�3 ; H(t; �) = b:



6 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaques{ for 4�3 < � 9g suh that 0 < g < min(a=2; 1=4) (where H(t; �) 2 [a; b℄) and9� suh that b < � � 1�����kH��k (t; �)� �kH��k (t0; �)���� � Cj�jg�k jt� t0j� (13)for t; t0 2 [0; 1℄ and k = 0; 1; 2: Moreover�����kH��k (t; �)���� � C�g�k (14)for t 2 [0; 1℄ and k = 0; 1; 2:Of ourse, in these assumptions, 4�3 is arbitrary and an be replaed by anynon-negative onstant. The inequality 0 < g < min(a=2; 1=4) has a deepermeaning : it expresses the fat that the H�older onstant of H(t; �) annotgrow too fast when � ! +1: Finally, the inequality b < � is similar to theondition r > sup(a(x)) in the De�nition 1.4 p 41 of [10℄ or to the onditionsuptH(t) < � in De�nition 3.1 p 11 of [4℄ ; we refer to [13℄ setion 4.2 orto [1℄ setion 2.2 for a more omplete disussion.At this point, we an state the three main results of this paper.Theorem 1. Under assumption A 3, the H�older exponent of the GMGP ateah point t0 satis�es almost surely,�X(t0) = h(t0): (15)Theorem 2. Under assumptions A 1, A 2, A 3,limN!+1bhN = h� almost surely. (16)Atually, the identi�ation of the in�mum h� of the multifrational funtion his the result needed to obtain the identi�ation of h itself. The lassial teh-nique to have full identi�ation is the loalization of the generalized quadrativariations. Basially if one wants to estimate h(t) for a given t 2 (0; 1); onehas �rst to loalize VN on an (";N)-neighborhood of t de�ned byV";N (t) = np 2 Z; ��� pN � t��� � "o :Then the loalized generalized variation is de�ned byV";N (t) = Xp2V";N (t)�X(p+ 1N )� 2X( pN ) +X(p� 1N )�2 : (17)We de�ne the loalized estimatorbh";N = 1=2�1� ln(V";N (t))ln(N) � ; (18)



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 7and we get limN!+1bh";N = inffjs�tj<"gh(s) almost surelyas in Remark 1 in [8℄.The next step to identify h at point t is to let " ! 0+: For instane,taking " = N� for  > 0, one obtains the following result as a orollary ofTheorem 2:Corollary 1. Fix 0 <  < 1=2. Under assumptions A 1, A 2 and A 3,limN!+1 1=2�1�  � ln(VN� ;N (t))ln(N) � = lim infs!t h(s) a.s. (19)The statement of this orollary is an example of loalization of Theorem 2.Remark that if h is lower semi-ontinuous and satis�es A 1, A 2, and A 3,then it is identi�able.3 ExamplesIn this setion we present three examples of appliation of Theorem 2, thatillustrate the way this theorem an be used. In eah of these examples, one as-sumes given a preise multifrational funtion. Then, one onstruts a GMGPby exhibiting a Hurst funtion H(t; �) suh that the assumptions A 1, A 2and A 3 are ful�lled. Tehniques similar to the ones used in this setion wereput to work in the proofs of Propositions 1 and 2 of [5℄.3.1 H�older ontinuous multifrational funtionsRemark �rst that if the multifrational funtion h is �-H�older ontinuouswith � > b and satis�es A 1, one may hoose a Hurst funtion H(t; �) thatinterpolates a onstant for 0 � � � 4�3 and the multifrational funtion h(t)when � � 8�3 : One an take for instaneH(t; �) = b if 0 � � � 4�3and H(t; �) = (2� 3�4� )b+ ( 3�4� � 1)h(t) if 4�3 � � � 8�3 ;and H(t; �) = h(t) if � � 8�3 : In this ase the GMGP exhibits the sameproperties as a Multifrational Brownian Motion and the Theorem 2 is theanalogue of the Remark 1 in [8℄ where the identi�ation of a multifrationalfuntion is performed by loalizing the generalized quadrati variations asin [8℄. Please note that an alternate method to orollary 1 has reently beenproposed in [21℄ to identify the multifrational funtion of a MBM in theH�olderian ase.



8 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaques3.2 Multifrational funtions with one jumpIn this example we onsider a multifrational funtion that has only one dis-ontinuity and that is pieewise onstant. This very simple example an beeasily extended to the ase of pieewise onstant funtions with a �nite num-ber of jumps. The GMGP assoiated to this kind of multifrational funtionare omparable to SFBM for the appliations. Let us suppose thath(t) = b1[0;t0℄ + a1(t0;1℄ (20)where t0 2 (0; 1) and 0 < a < b < 1: A 1 is learly satis�ed with h� = a:Then one an onstrut a Hurst funtion that admits suh a multifrationalfuntion through the following proedure :{ For 0 < � � 4�3 ; H(t; �) = b 8t 2 [0; 1℄:{ for 4�3 < � let us hoose 0 < f < min(a=6; 1=12)H(t; �) = b if t � t0= a+ (b� a) sin4(��f2 (t� t0 � 1�f )) if t 2 [t0; t0 + 1�f )= a if t � t0 + 1�f :An elementary omputation shows that A 3 is ful�lled with g = 3f and� = 1: To hek A 2, let us remark that, if ℄ denotes the ardinality of aset,�����N�2Xp=0 Z +1N� jh(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d������ �(b� a)℄fp suh that t0 � p=N � t0 + 1N�f g � Z +1N� ln(�)�2a+1 d�:Hene �����N�2Xp=0 Z +1N� jh(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d������ � CN lnNN�f 1N2h�� :Then � is hosen suh that �(f + 2h�) > 2h� to have (12).3.3 Multifrational funtions with aumulation of jumpsLet us address the more interesting ase of pieewise onstant multifrationalfuntions whih have an in�nite number of jumps. In this example let ussuppose the multifrational funtion is de�ned by



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 9h(t) = 1=2 if t � 1=2= 12 + 1k + 1 if 12 + 1k + 1 <t � 12 + 1k (21)= 12 + 13 if 1 � twhere k � 2: This multifrational funtion ful�lls A 1 with h� = 1=2; andt = 1=2 is the time where the jumps aumulate. Let us now exhibit a Hurstfuntion orresponding to (21) by using the onstrution of the previousexample whih is valid when the multifrational funtion has only a �nitenumber of jumps. Let us de�ne the funtion (21) where only k0 jumps areonsidered :hk0(t) = 1=2 if t � 1=2= 12 + 1k + 1 if 12 + 1k + 1 <t � 12 + 1k ; for k � k0 (22)= 12 + 1k0 + 1 if 12 + 1k0 � t:Then one an onstrut, with the same tehnique as in the example of se-tion 3.2, a Hurst funtion orresponding to hk0 whih is denoted by Hk0(t; �)and is de�ned for (k0(k0+1))1=f � �: If we �x f < min(a=6; 1=12) in the pre-vious example, then this last ondition simply means that [ 12 + 1k ; 12 + 1k + 1�f ℄is inluded in the intervals where hk0 is onstant. Hene this ondition allowsus to manage the jumps of hk0 separately. Let us now introdue a Hurstfuntion orresponding to (21) by taking more and more jumps into aountwhen � ! +1: De�neK(�) = supfk 2 N� suh that (k(k + 1))1=f � �g (23)and de�ne the Hurst funtion with the Hk0 'sH(t; �) = HK(�)(t; �): (24)It is not diÆult to hek that this Hurst funtion satis�es A 3 sine�mH��m (t; �) = �mHk0��m (t; �)when (k0(k0 + 1))1=f � � � ((k0 + 1)(k0 + 2))1=f : To hek A 2 let us writeZ +1N� N�2Xp=0 jh(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d� = I + Jwhere I = Z +1N� [N2 + NK(�)+1 ℄Xp=0 1K(�)+1�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d�;



10 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaquesand where [x℄ stands for the integral part of x: jh(p=N)�H(p=N; �)j has beenreplaed by its onstant value for the onsidered p0s: The seond part isJ = Z +1N� N�2Xp=[N2 + NK(�)+1 ℄+1 jhK(�)(p=N)�HK(�)(p=N; �)j�2h(p=N)+1 ln(�)d�:Let us upper-bound I by remarking that if N� � � then1K(�) + 1 � CN ��f2 :Hene jI j � N � CN ��f2 Z +1N� ln(�)�2 d�and � is hosen suh thatjI j � C N ln(N)N�(1+f=2) = o(1)whih is the required estimate sine h� = 1=2:To upper-bound J let us remark that for a �xed �; hK(�) has K(�) jumpsat time 12 + 1k+1 of magnitude 1k � 1k+1 : HeneN�2Xp=[N2 + NK(�)+1 ℄+1 jhK(�)(p=N)�HK(�)(p=N; �)j � CN1��f K(�)Xk=1 � 1k � 1k + 1�� CN1��fwhere the fator CN1��f omes from ℄fp suh that t0 � p=N � t0 + 1N�f gfor eah jump t0 as in the previous example. ThenjJ j � CN1��f ln(N)N�whih yields (12) for a onvenient �:4 Proof of the resultsIn this setion, Theorems 1, 2 and Corollary 1 are proved. First let us desribethe main steps of the proofs. In the de�nition (5) of the GMGP we remarkthat the integrand e�it�� � 1j�j 12+H(t;�)depends of the variable t twie. To study the generalized variation VN a newproess is onsidered



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 11Y (s; t) = Z +10 e�is�� � 1j�j 12+H(t;�)W (d�) (25)where this dependene is split into two variables (s; t): Then a variation WNassoiated to this proess Y is introduedWN = N�2Xp=0 �Y (p+ 2N ; pN )� 2Y (p+ 1N ; pN ) + Y ( pN ; pN )�2 ; (26)WN is simpler to study than VN beause its variation does not involve thevariable t that appears in the Hurst funtion. Moreover one an see easilythatVN = N�2Xp=0 �Y (p+ 2N ; p+ 2N )� 2Y (p+ 1N ; p+ 1N ) + Y ( pN ; pN )�2 : (27)A result very similar to Lemma 3.6 in [2℄ (namely Proposition 1 below) showsthat the proess Y is H�older ontinuous in the seond variable uniformly withrespet to the �rst variable. This fat yields the regularity result of Theorem 1and that VN an be replaed by WN : This is the �rst step in the proof ofTheorem 2. Then it is shown thatlimN!+1 ln(EWN )ln(N) = 1� 2h�in the seond step. The third step onsists in a study of the asymptoti ofthe variane of WN that allows to replae EWN byWN in the previous limit.Finally Corollary 1 is proved.4.1 Study of Y:In this part we prove the H�older ontinuity of Y: Although the main linesof the proof of the following Proposition are similar to those of Lemma 3.6in [2℄, we will give this proof for ompleteness.Proposition 1. Under assumption A 3, there exists an almost surely positiverandom variable C(!) suh that :sups2[0;1℄ jY (s; t)� Y (s; t0)j � C(!)jt� t0j� (28)for t; t0 2 [0; 1℄ where � is de�ned in (13).Proof : To get (28) we will apply a series expansion of Y in the orthonormalbasis of L2 given by the Lemari�e Meyer wavelets (f. [20℄). This tehnique islassial to study the smoothness of multifrational proess. As in [2℄ for theGMBM (see Relation (3.7)) or in [10℄ for the MBM we get



12 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel JaquesY (s; t) = +1Xj=0 +1Xk=�1 sj;k(s; t)�j;k (29)where �j;k are identially distributed standard Gaussian variables and wherethe oeÆients are :sj;k(s; t) = 2�j=2 Z +10 e�is�� � 1� 12+H(t;�) d j;k(�)d�: (30)Please note that equation (29) is only true up to an additive smooth proess.In (30) ( j;k)j;k2�+ is the Lemari�e Meyer basis indexed by �+ = fj; k; j �0; and k 2 Zg as explained in [20℄ or in page 29 of [10℄. Then the H�olderontinuity of Y derives from estimates on the oeÆients sj;k [2℄9�; 8k 2 Zjsj;k(s; t)j � C2�j�� 1(1 + j2js� kj2) + 11 + k2� ; (31)for j � 1jsj;k(s; t)� sj;k(s; t0)j � Cj2�j�jt� t0j� � 1(1 + j2js� kj2) + 11 + k2� : (32)Note that the estimates (31) and (32) are quite similar to those in Lemma3.3 in [2℄. This Lemma is, to a ertain extent, inspired from Proposition 4.1,page 79 in [10℄. The estimate (31) and lassial almost sure bounds for thesupremum of Gaussian variables yield that the series in (29) onverges almostsurely. Then (32) yields the the H�older ontinuity of Y: Please remark thatY (s; t)� Y (s; t0) = +1Xj=1 +1Xk=�1(sj;k(s; t)� sj;k(s; t0))�j;kwhere the terms for j = 0 are dropped sine the Hurst funtion is onstant onf� � 4�3 g: The main ingredient to get these estimates are integrations by partsin the integral of (30). In the framework of GMGP, to arry these integrationsby parts, the only new point ompared to [2℄ is the dependene of the Hurstfuntion H(t; �) on a ontinuous parameter � instead of a disrete parametern. In the following argument we only stress how the assumption A 3 allowsus to ontrol the additional terms aused by this dependene.Let us study the H�older ontinuity of the oeÆients sj;k's. One an writesj;k(s; t)� sj;k(s; t0) = 2�j=2 Z +10 (e�is� � 1)ei2�jk����( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))� b (2�j�)d�



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 13where we have only used the translation-dilatation struture of the Lemari�eMeyer basis  j;k(s) = 2j=2 (2js� k);for j � 1: The fator e�is� � 1 in the previous integral an be split sine thesupport of b is ontained in [ 2�3 ; 8�3 ℄ and the �rst part leads to2�j=2 Z +10 ei(k�2js)2�j� ���( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))� b (2�j�)d�:The seond part is of the same form but ei(k�2js)2�j� is replaed by 1: Henethis seond part yields the seond terms in the brakets in the right handside of (31) and of (32). Let us de�neg(t; t0; �) = ���( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))� b (2�j�):After performing two integrations by parts on the last integral one gets fors 6= 2jk 2�j=2 Z +10 ei(k�2js)2�j�i2(k � 2js)22�2j �2g(t; t0; �)��2 d�:Then the Leibniz rule is applied to the preeding partial derivative�2g(t; t0; �)��2 = 2Xp=0�2p� �p��p ���( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))�2�(2�p)j �2�p b ��2�p (2�j�): (33)Beause of the support of b the partial derivatives of b an be boundedindependently of j; p; hene we have only to bound integrals that omes fromthe fators ���( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))� : For instane for p = 0Ij = Z 8�2j32�2j3 ���( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))� d�� Z 8�2j32�2j3 jH(t; �)�H(t0; �)j ln(�)�a+1=2 d�: (34)Then applying (13) for k = 0 yieldsIj � Cj2�j(a+ 12�g�1)jt� t0j� (35)whih is exatly the estimate we need for (32) if we take 0 < � < a� g:



14 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel JaquesLet us now onsider the ontribution of the term p = 1 in the sum (33).First��� ��( 12+H(t;�)) = �12��( 32+H(t;�)) �H(t; �)��( 32+H(t;�))� ln(�)�H�� (t; �)��( 12+H(t;�)): (36)And the �rst term of (36) leads toJj;0 = �12 Z 8�2j32�2j3 ���( 32+H(t;�)))� ��( 32+H(t0;�))� d� � Cj2j(���1=2)jt� t0j� :This bound gives the same ontribution as Ij to (32). To onlude the asep = 1 we have to boundJj;1 = Z 8�2j32�2j3 �H(t0; �)��( 32+H(t0;�)) �H(t; �)��( 32+H(t;�))� ln(�)d�andJj;2 = Z 8�2j32�2j3 ��H�� (t0; �)��( 12+H(t0 ;�)) � �H�� (t; �)��( 12+H(t;�))� ln(�)d�:The �rst term is split intoZ 8�2j32�2j3 (H(t0; �)�H(t; �)) ��( 32+H(t0;�))d�whih is of negligible ompared to Jj ; beause of (13) for k = 1 and intoZ 8�2j32�2j3 H(t; �)���( 32+H(t0;�)) � ��( 32+H(t;�))� d�whih is also negligible ompared to Jj;0; beause of (14) for k = 1: Withsimilar tehniques it is shown that Jj;2 is of the same order as jJj;0:The ontribution of the term p = 2 in the sum (33) is estimated with sim-ilar arguments. Let us stress only one tehnial point. The partial derivative�2��2 ��( 12+H(t;�)) leads to onsider a term :Z 8�2j32�2j3  �����H�� (t0; �)����2 ���( 12+H(t;�)) � ��( 12+H(t0;�))�! ln(�)d�:Beause of (14) for k = 1 we have�����H�� (t0; �)����2 � C�2g�2and we have seen that the preeding integral is onveniently bounded if 2g <a: �



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 154.2 Study of the H�older regularity of the GMGPThe H�older regularity of the GMGP X , an be studied quite similarly tothat of the GMBM [2℄ [4℄ and [5℄. The proof of Theorem 1 follows exatly thesame lines as that of Theorem 1.1 in [2℄, so we will only sketh it. Let t0 bea �xed real, and let Yt0 be the Gaussian proess de�ned for every real t byYt0(t) = Z +10 e�it:� � 1�1=2+H(t0;�) W (d�)(this is nothing but Y (s; t) where the seond variable is �xed).First step: Using (28), we show that almost surely,�X(t0) = �Yt0 (t0):Seond step: using (6), we show that for arbitrarily small � > 0, some onstant > 0 and every t, t0E(jYt0 (t)� Yt0(t0)j2) � jt� t0j2(h(t0)��):Then a strong version of Kolmogorov riterion (see for instane Lemma 3.2of [2℄) implies that, almost surely, �Yt0 (t0) � h(t0).Third step: using (6) again, we show that for every t0 and arbitrarily small� > 0, limn!1 E(jYt0 (t0 + 2�n)� Yt0(t0)j2)2�2n(h(t0))+�) = +1;and then Lemma 2.2 of [2℄ implies that almost surely, �Yt0 (t0) � h(t0).4.3 Comparison of WN and VN :In this setion it is explained how estimates onerningWN an be transferredto VN : We postpone the proof of1CN1�2b � 1CN1�2h� �WN � CN1�2h� (37)to setion 4.6. Let us now prove that if (37) is true we havelimN!+1 1=2�1� ln(VN )ln(N) � = h�whih is the result we aim at. Let us rewrite (26) asWN = N�2Xp=0 " 2Xk=0 dkY (p+ kN ; pN )#2 (38)where d0 = 1; d1 = �2; and d2 = 1; then VN an also be written:



16 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel JaquesVN = N�2Xp=0 " 2Xk=0 dkY (p+ kN ; p+ kN )#2 :Hene we havejW 1=2N � V 1=2N j � 0�N�2Xp=0 " 2Xk=0 dk �Y (p+ kN ; pN )� Y (p+ kN ; p+ kN )�#21A1=2
� C0�N�2Xp=0 "[ 2Xk=0 j sups2[0;1℄ jY (s; pN )� Y (s; p+ kN )j#21A1=2and the following estimates are onsequenes of (28) and of (37):jW 1=2N � V 1=2N j � CN1=2��jW 1=2N � V 1=2N jW�1=2N � CN b�� :Sine � > b it is lear by writingln(V 1=2N ) = ln(1 + (V 1=2N �W 1=2N )W�1=2N ) + ln(W 1=2N )that limN!+1 1=2�1� ln(VN )ln(N) � = limN!+1 1=2�1� ln(WN )ln(N) � = h�:4.4 Asymptoti of EWNIn order to obtain the asymptoti of WN , our next step is to study theasymptoti of EWN . Theorem 2 will then be a onsequene of the asymptotifor the variane of WN and the Borel-Cantelli lemma. Let us rewrite WN asin (38) with de�nition (25):WN = N�2Xp=0  Z +10 ( 2Xk=0 dke�i p+kN �) W (d�)�H( pN ;�)+1=2!2 :Beause of the isometry given by the Wiener measure we haveEWN = N�2Xp=0 Z +10 16 sin4� �2N� d��2H( pN ;�)+1 : (39)Let us also remark that16 Z +10 sin4� �2N� d��2h( pN )+1 = F (h( pN ))N2h( pN ) (40)



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 17where F (s) = Z +10 16sin4(�=2)�2s+1 d�is a ontinuous funtion on the interval (0; 1) and hene is bounded on [a; b℄:Let us onsider fWN = N�2Xp=0 F (h( pN ))N2h( pN ) ;assumption A 1 yields 1CN1�2h� � fWN � CN1�2h� :Let us show that under assumption A 2 we havejEWN �fWN j = o(N1�2h�): (41)Beause of (39) and (40)jEWN �fWN j � N�2Xp=0 Z +10 16 sin4� �2N� �����2H( pN ;�)�1 � ��2h( pN )�1��� d�:(42)Then the integrals in (42) are split into three parts :jEWN �fWN j � J1N + J2N + J3N :The �rst term isJ1N = N�2Xp=0 Z 10 16 sin4� �2N� �����2H( pN ;�)�1 � ��2h( pN )�1��� d�� C N�2Xp=0 Z 10 sin4� �2N� ��H( pN ; �)� h( pN )���2�( pN ;�)+1 ln(�)d�where �( pN ; �) 2 [a; b℄: HeneJ1N � CN � 1N4 Z 10 � ln(�)d�� C=N3and J1N = o(N1�2h�): Let us now onsiderJ2N = N�2Xp=0 Z N�1 16 sin4� �2N� �����2H( pN ;�)�1 � ��2h( pN )�1��� d�� C N�2Xp=0 Z N�1 sin4� �2N� ��H( pN ; �)� h( pN )���2�0( pN ;�)+1 ln(�)d�



18 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaqueswhere �0( pN ; �) � h( pN ): HeneJ2N � N�2Xp=0 CN4 Z N�1 �3 ��H( pN ; �)� h( pN )���2h( pN ) ln(�)d�� N�2Xp=0 CN4N�(4�2h( pN )) ln(N)� CN4��3�2h�� ln(N)and sine � < 1, J2N = o(N1�2h�): For the third part we haveJ3N = N�2Xp=0 Z +1N� 16 sin4� �2N� �����2H( pN ;�)+1 � ��2h( pN )+1��� d�� C N�2Xp=0 Z +1N� ��H( pN ; �)� h( pN )���2�00( pN ;�)+1 ln(�)d�where �00( pN ; �) � h( pN ):J3N � C N�2Xp=0 Z +1N� ��H( pN ; �)� h( pN )���2h( pN )+1 ln(�)d�and J3N = o(N1�2h�) beause of A 2. HenejEWN �fWN j = o(N1�2h�)and 1CN1�2h� � EWN � CN1�2h� (43)is obtained.4.5 Asymptoti of var(WN)Let us now show that almost surelylimN!+1 WNEWN = 1:Sine the proess X is Gaussian, lassial formulas for the variane of Gaus-sian variables leads to :var(WN ) = 2 N�2Xp;p0=0 E  Z +10 ( 2Xk=0 dke�i p+kN �) W (d�)�H( pN ;�)+1=2Z +10 ( 2Xk=0 dkei p0+kN �) W (d�)�H( p0N ;�)+1=2!2 (44)



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 19var(WN ) = 2 N�2Xp;p0=0�Z +10 ei( p0�pN )�16 sin4� �2N� d��H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1 d�!2 : (45)At this point one needs similar estimates for the integrals in the previousformula than the one we had when we onsidered EWN : However to applythe Borel-Cantelli Lemma we aim atvar(WN ) = O(N1+2g�4h� ln2(N))and we prove�����Z +10 ei( p0�pN )�16 sin4� �2N� d��H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1 d������ � C Ng ln(N)Nh( pN )+h( p0N ) 1jp� p0j+ 1whih yields the needed estimates. One more the fator 1jp�p0j+1 that allowsus to have a better estimate for g < 1=2 than var(WN ) = O(N2�4h� ln2(N))is obtained by integrations by parts in the integrals of (45). Let us ompute���  sin4( �2N )�H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1! =2 sin3( �2N ) os( �2N )N�H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1 � sin4( �2N )(H( pN ; �) +H( p0N ; �) + 1)�H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+2� sin4( �2N )(�H�� ( pN ; �) + �H�� ( p0N ; �)) ln(�)�H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1 : (46)Then the ontribution of the �rst term of (46) to (45) is given by4 Z +10 ei( (p0�p)�N ) sin3( �2N ) os( �2N )d�i(p� p0)�H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1 (47)when p� p0 6= 0: This integral is then easily bounded by :I1 = 4jp� p0j Z +10 ���sin3( �2N )��� d��H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1whih we split into three terms to get the required estimates. The �rst oneis : I1;1 = 4jp� p0j Z 10 ���sin3( �2N )��� d��H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1� CN3jp� p0j ;



20 Ayahe Antoine, Benassi Albert, Cohen Serge, and L�evy V�ehel Jaquesthe seond one is I1;2 = 4jp� p0j Z N1 ���sin3( �2N )��� d��H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1� CN3jp� p0j Z N1 �2�h( pN )�h(p0N )d�� CNh( pN )+h( p0N )jp� p0j ;and the third one I1;3 = 4jp� p0j Z +1N ���sin3( �2N )��� d��H( pN ;�)+H( p0N ;�)+1� C(Nh( pN )+h(p0N ))(jp� p0j) :Hene jI1j � � C1N3 + C2Nh( pN )+h( p0N )�� 1jp� p0j+ 1� (48)where the easier ase p = p0 is also onsidered. With similar arguments weget for the seond term of (46)jI2j � � C1N3 + C2Nh( pN )+h( p0N )�� Ngjp� p0j+ 1� (49)and the last term of (46) yieldsjI3j � � C3N3 + C4Nh( pN )+h( p0N )�� Ng ln(N)jp� p0j+ 1� (50)where (14) has been used for k = 1: Hene we dedue thatvar(WN ) = O(N1+2g�4h� ln2(N)):4.6 Almost sure onvergeneIn order to show that limN!+1 WNEWN = 1 almost surelywe apply Markov inequality for A > 0 :P ���� WNEWN � 1����4 � A! � E ���� WNEWN � 1����4 =A:



Title Suppressed Due to Exessive Length 21Moreover the same arguments as in the proof of Proposition 2 p. 43 of [9℄yield that E jWN � EWN j4 � Cvar(WN )2then P ���� WNEWN � 1����4 � A! � Cvar(WN )2(EWN )4 :For g < 1=4 the sequenevar(WN )2(EWN )4 � CN4g�2 ln2(N)is summable and the Borel-Cantelli lemma yields the required almost sureonvergene. With (43) and the results of setion 4.3, this fat onludes theproof of Theorem 2.4.7 Proof of Corollary 1To prove the orollary, let us �x t 2 (0; 1) and seth�(") = inffjs�tj<"gh(s)Let alsoW";N = Xp2V";N (t)�Y (p+ 2N ; pN )� 2Y (p+ 1N ; pN ) + Y ( pN ; pN )�2 :With the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 2"CN1�2h�(") � EW";N � C"N1�2h�(")and, if we take " = N� ,limN!+1 1=2�1� ln(EWN� ;N )lnN � = lim infs!t h(s):Moreover var(W";N ) = O("N1+2g�4h�(") ln2(N))and if we take 0 <  < 1=2, limN!+1 WN� ;NEWN� ;N = 1 (51)almost surely. Next jW1=2";N �W1=2";N jW�1=2";N � CN b��is still true and the orollary is proved.
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